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Many patients face difficulties when accessing medical facilities, particularly in rural areas. To alleviate these
concerns, medical centers may offer transportation to eligible patients. However, the operation of such

services is typically not tightly coordinated with the scheduling of medical appointments. Motivated by our
collaborations with the U.S. Veterans Health Administration, we propose an integrated approach that simulta-
neously considers patient routing and operating room scheduling decisions. We model this problem as a mixed-
integer program. Unfortunately, realistically sized instances of this problem are intractable, so we focus on a
special case of the problem that captures the needs of low-volume (e.g., rural) hospitals. We establish structural
properties that are exploited to develop a branch-and-price algorithm, which greatly outperforms a commercial
solver on the original formulation. We discuss several algorithmic strategies to improve the overall solution
efficiency. We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach through an extensive computational study
calibrated with clinical data. Our results demonstrate that there exist opportunities for healthcare providers to
significantly improve the quality of their services by integrating scheduling and routing decisions.
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1. Introduction
Operating room (OR) scheduling is a complex pro-
cess that depends on many factors, including resource
availability (Erdogan and Denton 2011). This is an
active research area (Gupta and Denton 2008; Dexter
et al. 1999, Dexter et al. 2003), and various issues aris-
ing in operating room management have been exten-
sively studied (see, e.g., Blake and Carter 1997, Gupta
2007, Gupta and Denton 2008, Cardoen et al. 2010,
Shylo et al. 2013). We refer the reader to the com-
prehensive operating room scheduling bibliography
maintained by Dexter (2016).

One of the major problems arising in this con-
text is due to patients having difficulties accessing
healthcare, which is of particular importance for rural
patients or those who require special medical care
(Rask et al. 1994, Okoro et al. 2005, Fitzpatrick et al.
2004). Recognizing the growing need to improve
access to medical care, several organizations in the
United States offer transportation services for patients.

A prime example is the Beneficiary Travel program
offered by the U.S. Veterans Health Administration
(VHA), which also includes the program on Automo-
biles and Adaptive Equipment for Certain Disabled
Veterans and Members of the Armed Forces. The com-
bined budget of these two programs was $820 million
in FY 2010 alone (Burkhardt et al. 2011) and this num-
ber is projected to increase further.

There exist multiple alternatives for patients trav-
eling to VHA facilities. For example, some hospi-
tals directly operate their own fleet of transportation
vehicles, while others use either contracted vendors
or nonprofit service organizations, e.g., the Disabled
American Veterans (DAV). We refer to a detailed sur-
vey by Burkhardt et al. (2011) that describes a number
of related examples in place throughout the United
States.

When a medical center provides transportation ser-
vices, the OR scheduling problem becomes even more
complex. Although the volume of such services is
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increasing, their operation has attracted relatively lit-
tle attention in the literature (Burkhardt et al. 2011,
Burkhardt and Garrity 2012). While the academic
literature and healthcare practice contains a num-
ber of successful examples that involve applications
of methodologically sound methods to OR schedul-
ing, see, e.g., Blake and Donald (2002), Day et al.
(2012), Denton (2009), van Oostrum et al. (2009), plan-
ners typically ignore transportation considerations.
As (Burkhardt et al. 2011, p. 65) noted, the deci-
sion makers “who schedule medical appointments
do not necessarily perceive transportation problems
when they set up appointments.” In this paper, moti-
vated by our collaborations with a large VHA hospi-
tal, we propose to address this problem by develop-
ing an approach that simultaneously considers patient
scheduling and vehicle routing decisions.

To the best of our knowledge no prior work in-
tegrates these two problems into a single frame-
work. We call this problem the surgical patient rout-
ing problem (SPRP). Specifically, we consider the
problem of optimizing scheduling and transportation
decisions given a set of outpatient surgery requests
that do not require an overnight stay at the hos-
pital, i.e., patients arrive on a day of surgery and
leave after the completion of the surgical and post-
operative procedures. Furthermore, in our work we
focus on elective surgeries, i.e., deferrable surgical pro-
cedures, which are planned and scheduled well in
advance. An elective surgery may be either medically
required, e.g., cataract surgery, or optional, e.g., cos-
metic surgery. Finally, in the current work we assume
an open-booking scheduling framework, where surgical
resources are shared among specialty teams, individ-
ual surgeons, or surgical departments (Gupta 2007).

The planning horizon in SPRP consists of a finite
number of time stages, which might span multiple
days. This model integrates the decisions in a typ-
ical three-step process: (1) assign surgeries to avail-
able time stages, (2) schedule surgeries across ORs at
each time stage, and (3) determine the transportation
plan using a fleet of available vehicles. The objective
is to minimize the total service cost of the patients,
defined as the weighted sum of patients’ total travel
time and the time spent at the hospital. Since long
travel and waiting times cause dissatisfaction among
patients (Gupta and Denton 2008), this cost captures
both goals. While maximizing patient satisfaction is
in line with the VHA goals, our model can consider
other objectives as well.

In our paper we make two relatively mild assump-
tions. First, we consider a batch scheduling process,
where the scheduler is given a set (batch) of surgery
requests that need to be allocated into a set of avail-
able ORs. This assumption implies that there exists

a certain delay in assignment of surgeries to spe-
cific ORs and time stages. Subsequently, the base
model can be used within a rolling-horizon schedul-
ing framework, where it is resolved regularly as soon
as a sufficiently large batch of new surgery requests is
accommodated. Such an assumption is not restrictive
and practical as we focus on elective surgeries. The
batch scheduling approach is typical in the related
OR scheduling literature; see, e.g., Batun et al. (2011),
Hans et al. (2008), Min and Yih (2010), and Shylo et al.
(2013). We also refer to a survey by Gupta and Denton
(2008), where it is pointed out that the batch-based
approach is common for scheduling elective surgeries,
which are the main focus of this paper.

Our second assumption is that both scheduling and
routing decisions are performed by the same sched-
uler, i.e., a central planner. Therefore, the approach
proposed in our paper can be suitable for hospitals
that operate their own fleets of transportation vehi-
cles. VHA hospitals are, perhaps, prime examples of
such healthcare facilities; recall that our collaboration
with one such hospital served as the main motivation
of this work.

The models presented in this paper integrate the
surgical patient scheduling problem with the patient
routing problem. There are some studies in the litera-
ture that consider home-healthcare scheduling, where
the assignment of nurses or medical equipment to
patients, who are visited outside of the hospitals, is
integrated with the routing decisions; see, e.g., Begur
et al. (1997) and Trautsamwieser and Hirsch (2014).
However, we should note the models in these stud-
ies are mainly focused on staff or medical equipment
routing for serving patients outside of the hospitals.
They do not address the scheduling and routing con-
siderations when the patients have to be treated at
the hospitals. Furthermore, there is a vast body of
literature on the joint scheduling and routing mod-
els focused on production scheduling and distribution
applications. Sarmiento and Nagi (1999) and Chen
(2010) provide a comprehensive review of such mod-
els in the operations management domain. However,
these models typically have a different structure or
objective that limits their applicability in the health
service delivery domain.

Our model generalizes the delivery-man prob-
lem or traveling repairman problem (TRP) and the
K-traveling repairman problem (KTRP), which are
known to be NP -hard (Lucena 1990, Fischetti et al.
1993, Heilporn et al. 2010, Ngueveu et al. 2010, Ribeiro
and Laporte 2012). In the TRP, the objective is to mini-
mize the total arrival times to customers’ locations by
a single vehicle, rather than minimizing the length of
the tour. The KTRP is a generalization of the TRP for
multiple vehicles, where the routing decisions are not
limited to a single vehicle, but involve a homogenous
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fleet of vehicles. The KTRP is a special case of SPRP
in which all the surgery durations are identical. Thus,
SPRP is also NP -hard. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no exact algorithm for the KTRP in the litera-
ture. We also refer the reader to Park and Kim (2010),
Laporte (1992), Solomon (1987), Ribeiro and Soumis
(1994), Dumas et al. (1991), and Toth and Vigo (2002)
for comprehensive reviews of the models and solu-
tion approaches for the vehicle routing problem (VRP)
and its variations.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel class of mathematical pro-

gramming problems that integrate operating room
scheduling and transportation planning. Specifi-
cally, we model the simultaneous optimization of
surgery scheduling and vehicle routing decisions (see
Section 2.1).

• As even small instances of SPRP appear to be
intractable, we focus on a special case of SPRP, the
batch surgical patient routing problem (BSPRP), that
captures the needs of low-volume (e.g., rural) hos-
pitals with a relatively small number of surgeries
at each time stage (see Section 2.2). This allows
us to establish structural properties of the problem
that are exploited in Section 3 to develop a branch-
and-price algorithm to a set-partitioning reformula-
tion of BSPRP. The performance of the developed
method is further enhanced through several algorith-
mic strategies.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our solu-
tion approach and the value of integrating surgery
scheduling with transportation decisions through an
extensive computational study using clinical data (see
Section 4). Admittedly, our models are somewhat styl-
ized and simplified versions of the decisions faced in
practice. However, they capture the main trade-offs
with respect to the interactions between the patient
routing and scheduling decisions. More importantly,
our computational results demonstrate that there exist
opportunities for healthcare providers to substantially
improve the quality of their services by considering
integrated approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we present mixed-integer program-
ming (MIP) formulations for the SPRP and BSPRP
and discuss some structural properties of the BSPRP.
In Section 3 we exploit these structural properties
and provide a set-partitioning formulation of BSPRP.
We further present a branch-and-price algorithm to
solve the set-partitioning formulation and discuss
several algorithmic strategies that enhance the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm. Extensive compu-
tational experiments using VHA data are presented
in Section 4 to evaluate the effectiveness of our
approach and to estimate the value of integrating

surgery scheduling with routing decisions. We sum-
marize general insights of our analysis and conclude
in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Programming
Formulations

First, we introduce the general SPRP model, which
simultaneously considers transportation and surgery
scheduling decisions for a set of elective outpatient
surgery requests. We assume a finite planning hori-
zon, a set of available ORs, a set of surgery requests,
and a fleet of homogeneous transportation vehicles.
However, our proposed approach is general enough
to incorporate a fleet of heterogeneous vehicles at
each time stage.

2.1. General Surgical Patient Routing Problem
The planning horizon in the SPRP model consists of
a fixed number of time stages, which may differ in
duration. Figure 1 illustrates a simple example that
consists of two days and four stages. At each stage
(e.g., a half day), round-trip shared-type rides using a
fleet of identical vehicles are provided for the patients.

The objective function is to minimize the total ser-
vice time cost of the patients. As mentioned earlier,
each patient’s service cost is defined as the weighted
sum of his/her total travel cost (home-to-hospital
and hospital-to-home) and the cost associated with
his/her time spent at the hospital. The home-to-
hospital and hospital-to-home routes are referred to as
the pick-up and the drop-off routes, respectively. Specif-
ically, each instance of the SPRP is associated with the
following set of parameters:

• N: a set of geographically dispersed patients,
where �N� = n;

• K: a set of time stages, where �K� =K;
• B: a set of all available ORs in the hospital;
• Bk ⊆B: a set of ORs available at time stage

k ∈K;
• Qk: a set of available vehicles at stage k ∈K;
• Lk

b : the session length of OR b ∈Bk at stage
k ∈K;

• lij : the travel time between patients i1 j ∈N;
• di: the surgery duration of patient i ∈N

(including pre- and post-incision periods);
• �: the capacity of each vehicle;
• �k

b : the opening time of OR b ∈Bk at stage k ∈K
(we assume that minb1k8�

k
b 9= 0);

• cr : the travel time cost, per patient per unit of
travel time;

• ch: the hospital time cost, per patient per unit of
time spent at the hospital.

We define the following set of decision variables:
• x

qk
ij ∈ 80119: 1 if vehicle q at stage k picks up

patient i immediately before patient j , 0 otherwise;
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Stage 1 Stage 2

Day 1 Day 2

Stage 3 Stage 4

OR 1

OR 2

OR 3

OR 4

OR 5

Figure 1 Planning Horizon Consisting of Two Days and Four Stages

• x̄
qk
ij ∈ 80119: 1 if vehicle q at stage k drops off

patient i immediately before patient j , and 0
otherwise;

• zkib ∈ 80119: 1 if patient i’s surgery is scheduled
in OR b in stage k, and 0 otherwise;

• u
qk
i ∈ 80119: 1 if vehicle q picks up patient i

assigned to stage k, and 0 otherwise;
• ū

qk
i ∈ 80119: 1 if vehicle q drops off patient i

assigned to stage k, and 0 otherwise;
• �k

ijb ∈ 80119: 1 if patients i and j are both
assigned to OR b in stage k, and the surgery for
patient i immediately precedes the surgery of patient
j , and 0 otherwise;

• t
qk
i : pick-up time of patient i by vehicle q

assigned to stage k;
• t̄

qk
i : drop-off time of patient i by vehicle q

assigned to stage k;
• skib: start time of patient i’s surgery in OR b at

stage k.

Note that t
qk
i is defined with respect to the earliest

OR’s opening time (which is assumed to be time 0);
thus, it can possibly take negative values if patients
arrive before the earliest OR’s opening time.

Let G = 4Ñ1A5 be a directed graph, where Ñ and
A are its node and arc sets, respectively. Each node in
Ñ=N∪ 801n+19 either corresponds to the location of
patient i ∈N or the hospital, i.e., 801n+19. Let b0 be a
dummy OR assigned to node 0. The arc set A defines
possible routes between patients’ locations. For sim-
plicity of exposition, we assume that lij = lji for all
i1 j ∈ N, i 6= j , and l0i = li4n+15 for all i ∈ N. Note that
for each stage k ∈K, variables t

qk

4n+15 and t̄
qk
0 define the

arrival and departure times of vehicle q ∈ Qk to and
from the hospital, respectively. Without loss of gen-
erality, we do not consider multiple patient pick-ups
or drop-offs; i.e., there is exactly one patient for each
node in N. Furthermore, A does not contain arcs of
the type 4n + 11 i5 and 4i105 for all i ∈ Ñ as well as
401n+ 15.

The following set of constraints determines the
pick-up schedule of the patients at each time stage

while simultaneously considering vehicle capacity
restrictions and forbidding overtime in ORs:

∑

b∈B

∑

k∈K
zkib =11 ∀ i∈N1 (1)

∑

q∈Qk

u
qk
i = ∑

b∈Bk

zkib1 ∀ i∈N1∀k∈K1 (2)

∑

i∈N
u
qk
i ≤�1 ∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (3)

∑

j∈N
x
qk
0j ≤11 ∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (4)

∑

j∈N
x
qk

j4n+15≤11 ∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (5)

∑

j∈Ñ\809
x
qk
ij = ∑

j∈Ñ\8n+19

x
qk
ji 1 ∀ i∈N1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (6)

∑

j∈Ñ\809
x
qk
ij =u

qk
i 1 ∀ i∈N1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (7)

t
qk
i +lij −M41−x

qk
ij 5≤ t

qk
j 1

∀ i1j ∈Ñ1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (8)

−Mu
qk
i ≤ t

qk
i ≤Mu

qk
i 1 ∀ i∈Ñ1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (9)

∑

i∈N
diz

k
ib ≤Lk

b1 ∀b∈Bk1∀k∈K0 (10)

Constraints (1) ensure that each patient is assigned
to exactly one OR. Constraints (2) guarantee that each
patient is picked up by a single vehicle, and only the
vehicles available at the corresponding time stage are
used for transportation. Furthermore, vehicle capac-
ity is enforced by constraints (3). The pick-up routes
should satisfy certain properties: constraints (4) and (5)
ensure that each vehicle leaves and arrives to the hos-
pital at most once, constraints (6) model the flow con-
servation for the pick-up routes, while constraints (7)
guarantee that vehicles visit each patient’s location in
the pick-up routes at most once. The specific pick-
up times are defined in constraints (8) and (9), where
the positive constant M is large enough (e.g., M ≥
n4maxi1 j∈N lij + maxi∈N di5). Note that the former also
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act as sub-tour elimination constraints (Miller et al.
1960). Finally, overtimes in ORs are forbidden by (10).

The following constraints determine the sequence
of surgeries in the ORs:

�k
b −M41−zkib5≤skib1 ∀ i∈N1∀k∈K1∀b∈Bk1 (11)

t
qk
n+1 −M41−u

qk
i 5≤skib1 ∀ i∈N1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1

∀b∈Bk1 (12)

skib+di−M41−�k
ijb5≤skjb1 ∀ i1j ∈N1∀k∈K1

∀b∈Bk1 (13)

�k
ijb+�k

jib ≤zkib1 ∀ i1j ∈N1∀k∈K1∀b∈Bk1 (14)

�k
ijb+�k

jib ≤zkjb1 ∀ i1j ∈N1∀k∈K1∀b∈Bk1 (15)

�k
ijb+�k

jib ≥zkib+zkjb−11 ∀ i1j ∈N1∀k∈K1

∀b∈Bk0 (16)

Constraints (11) and (12) specify that the surgeries
start after the OR start times and the arrival of vehi-
cles to the hospital. Constraints (13)–(16) sequence the
surgeries in the ORs and determine their start times.

Finally, the following set of constraints determines
the drop-off schedule of the patients after the comple-
tion of their surgeries at each time stage:

∑

q∈Qk

ū
qk
i = ∑

b∈Bk

zkib1 ∀ i∈N1∀k∈K1 (17)

∑

i∈N
ū
qk
i ≤�1 ∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (18)

∑

j∈N
x̄
qk
0j ≤11 ∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (19)

∑

j∈N
x̄
qk

j4n+15≤11 ∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (20)

∑

j∈Ñ\809
x̄
qk
ij = ∑

j∈Ñ\8n+19

x̄
qk
ji 1 ∀ i∈N1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (21)

∑

j∈Ñ\809
x̄
qk
ij = ū

qk
i 1 ∀ i∈N1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (22)

t̄
qk
i +lij −M41− x̄

qk
ij 5≤ t̄

qk
j 1 ∀ i1j ∈Ñ1∀q∈Qk1

∀k∈K1 (23)

−Mū
qk
i ≤ t̄

qk
i ≤Mū

qk
i 1 ∀ i∈Ñ1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1 (24)

t̄
qk
0 ≥skib+di−M41−ū

qk
i 51 ∀ i∈N1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1

∀b∈Bk1 (25)

t
qk

4n+15≤ t̄
qk
0 1 ∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K0 (26)

Constraints (17)–(24) are similar to those defining
the pick-up routes given above. Observe that in (17)
we assume that the vehicles used to drop off the
patients at each stage are the same as those used to

determine patients’ pick-up schedule. Constraints (25)
and (26) ensure that each vehicle leaves the hospital
once the surgeries of all patients assigned to the vehi-
cle are completed and a vehicle cannot depart from
the hospital before it arrives to the hospital.

Note that in our model formulation of SPRP we
assume that Qk ∩ Qk′ = �; i.e., vehicles at each time
stage are distinct. Thus, there is no need for con-
straints linking the vehicles’ arrival and departure
times across the time stages. If it is not the case, then
for each vehicle in Qk ∩Qk+1 we need extra constraints
ensuring that the vehicle drops off all the patients
from stage k before it starts picking up patients in
stage k + 1. Alternatively, our formulation remains
valid without such constraints as long as there exists
sufficient time between consecutive stages. In the
remainder of the paper we assume that one of these
simplifying conditions holds.

The objective function is the weighted sum of the
patients’ total travel time and the time spent at the
hospital (or, simply, hospital time) denoted by êr and
êh, respectively:

êr 2= ∑

i∈N

∑

k∈K

∑

q∈Qk

8u
qk
i 4t

qk

4n+15 − t
qk
i 5+ ū

qk
i 4t̄

qk
i − t̄

qk
0 591 (27)

êh 2= ∑

i∈N

∑

k∈K

∑

q∈Qk

8ū
qk
i t̄

qk
0 −u

qk
i t

qk

4n+1591 (28)

which results in the following MIP formulation:

[SPRP]

min
X

{

crêr +chêh
}

subject to 415–42551

x
qk
ij 1x̄

qk
ij ∈801191 ∀ i1j ∈Ñ1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1

∀b∈Bk1 (29)

zkib1u
qk
i 1ū

qk
i 1�k

ijb ∈801191 ∀ i1j ∈N1∀q∈Qk1

∀k∈K1∀b∈Bk1 (30)

skib ≥01 ∀ i∈Ñ1∀q∈Qk1∀k∈K1

∀b∈Bk1 (31)

where X defines a joint vector of decision variables,
i.e., X = 4x1 x̄1 z1u1 ū1�1 s1 t1 t̄5. Note that the nonlin-
ear terms in the objective of SPRP can be easily lin-
earized. However, we observe that a large number of
decision variables and constraints in the obtained MIP
formulation makes its solution rather challenging. For
example, even a special case of SPRP described in the
next section and referred to as BSPRP is not solvable
for reasonably sized instances by off-the-shelf MIP
solvers (see Tables 1 and 2 along with the respective
discussion in Section 4).
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2.2. Batch Surgical Patient Routing Problem
(BSPRP)

In the considered special case of SPRP referred to as
BSPRP, we make the following two assumptions:
A1. There is exactly one vehicle available at each

stage; i.e., �Qk� = 1 for all k ∈ K. Thus, each patient
arrives at and leaves from the hospital using the same
vehicle.
A2. Instead of considering a separate time limit

constraint for each OR as in constraint (10) in the
SPRP formulation, we only require that the total
length of surgeries scheduled for each time stage
k ∈K should not exceed Lk =∑

b∈Bk Lk
b .

Assumption A1 captures the needs of low-volume
hospitals, where a rather small number of surgeries is
usually scheduled at each time stage. Thus, a single
vehicle for each time stage is typically sufficient to
satisfy all transportation requirements with respect to
the total available OR time in the hospital.

Assumption A2 implies that BSPRP does not require
the assignment (and sequencing) of each patient’s
surgery to a specific OR, see constraints (11)–(16),
which could be performed by a separate (optimiza-
tion) procedure. Admittedly, the optimal solution of
BSPRP may violate constraints (10). However, we
assume that this either does not occur (which should
be the case in most scenarios as long as the OR uti-
lization is not too high) or the issue can be handled by
the hospital management separately on a case-by-case
basis introducing overtime in particular ORs. Note
that as a result of these assumptions, we assume that
the hospital time for each patient scheduled in stage k
in the objective function of BSPRP is equal to the total
surgery time for all the patients scheduled in the same
stage.

While Assumptions A1 and A2 substantially sim-
plify the original model, BSPRP remains NP -hard
as it generalizes TRP. Moreover, the problem is
still intractable using state-of-the-art commercial MIP
solvers (see Section 4). However, under A1 and A2
we establish some structural properties that we sub-
sequently exploit to develop an efficient branch-and-
price solution approach (see Sections 3 and 4).

The BSPRP formulation uses the following
notation:

• xk
ij ∈ 80119: 1 if at stage k patient i is picked up

immediately before patient j , and 0 otherwise;
• x̄k

ij ∈ 80119: 1 if at stage k patient i is dropped off
immediately before patient j , and 0 otherwise;

• zki ∈ 80119: 1 if patient i is assigned to stage k, and
0 otherwise;

• tki : pick-up time of patient i if assigned to time
stage k;

• t̄ki : drop-off time of patient i if assigned to time
stage k;

• ti: pick-up time of patient i;
• t̄i: drop-off time of patient i,

where time variables are defined with respect to 0 (the
earliest possible departure time of a vehicle for the
patients’ pick-up). A feasible pick-up/drop-off route
of the vehicle at each time stage should only visit
each patient at most once, and the sum of surgery
durations of all visited patients should not exceed the
session length of the stage. This is enforced by the
following constraints, which are simplified versions
of (1)–(10):

∑

j∈N
xk

0j ≤ 11 ∀k ∈K1 (32)

∑

j∈N
xk
j4n+15 ≤ 11 ∀k ∈K1 (33)

∑

j∈Ñ\809
xk
ij =

∑

j∈Ñ\8n+19

xk
ji1 ∀ i ∈N1 ∀k ∈K1 (34)

tki + lij −M41 − xk
ij5≤ tkj 1 ∀ i1 j ∈ Ñ1 ∀k ∈K1 (35)

∑

i∈Ñ\8n+19

xk
ij = zkj 1 ∀ j ∈N1 ∀k ∈K1 (36)

∑

k∈K
zkj = 11 ∀ j ∈N1 (37)

∑

i∈N
diz

k
i ≤ Lk1 ∀k ∈K1 (38)

recalling that Lk =∑

b∈Bk Lk
b . Similarly, using Assump-

tions A1 and A2 and simplifying the corresponding
constraints from Section 2.1, we specify the drop-off
routes:

∑

j∈N
x̄k

0j ≤ 11 ∀k ∈K1 (39)

∑

j∈N
x̄k
j4n+15 ≤ 11 ∀k ∈K1 (40)

∑

j∈Ñ\809
x̄k
ij =

∑

j∈Ñ\8n+19

x̄k
ji1 ∀ i ∈N1 ∀k ∈K1 (41)

∑

i∈Ñ\8n+19

x̄k
ij = zkj 1 ∀ j ∈N1 ∀k ∈K1 (42)

t̄ki + lij −M41 − x̄k
ij5≤ t̄kj 1 ∀ i1 j ∈ Ñ1 ∀k ∈K1 (43)

tk4n+15 +
∑

i∈N
diz

k
i ≤ t̄k01 ∀ i ∈N1 ∀k ∈K1 (44)

and the patients’ pick-up and drop-off times:

ti −M41 − zki 5≤ tki 1 ∀ i ∈N1 ∀k ∈K1 (45)

t̄i +M41 − zki 5≥ t̄ki 1 ∀ i ∈N1 ∀k ∈K0 (46)

The objective function is determined using the pa-
tients’ travel and hospital times given by êr and êh,
respectively:

êr =∑

i∈N

{

t̄i − ti −
∑

k∈K
4t̄k0 − tk4n+155z

k
i

}

1 (47)

êh =∑

i∈N

∑

k∈K
84t̄k0 − tk4n+155z

k
i 91 (48)
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which are simplified versions of (27)–(28). Using these
constraints, model BSPRP is given by

[BSPRP]

min
x1 x̄1 z1 t1 t̄

{

crêr + chêh
}

subject to 4325–44651

xk
ij1 x̄

k
ij1 z

k
i ∈ 801191 ∀ i1 j ∈ Ñ1 ∀k ∈K0 (49)

tki 1 t̄
k
i 1 ti1 t̄i ≥ 01 ∀ i ∈ Ñ1 ∀k ∈K0 (50)

Proposition 1 demonstrates that there always exists
an optimal solution to BSPRP such that the pick-up
and the drop-off routes are in the reverse order of
each other. Formally,

Proposition 1. There exists an optimal solution X∗ =
4x1 x̄1 z1 t1 t̄5 for BSPRP such that if x∗k

ij = 1, then x̄∗k
ji = 1

for all i1 j ∈ Ñ and k ∈K.

Proof. For k ∈K, let Nk = 8u ∈N � zku = 19. Let INk
=

�01 i11 i21 0 0 0 1 i�Nk �1n + 1� and JNk
= �01 j11 j21 0 0 0 1 j�Nk �1

n+1� be any arbitrary pick-up and drop-off orderings
of patients, respectively, where 0 and n+1 denote the
hospital. Next, let Q = �01 q11 q21 0 0 0 1 q�Nk �1n+ 1� be a
pick-up ordering of patients such that

lq1q2
+ 2lq2q3

+ · · · + �Nk� · lq�Nk �4n+15

= min
I

8li1i2 + 2li2i3 + · · · + �Nk� · li�Nk �4n+1593 (51)

i.e., Q corresponds to a pick-up ordering of patients
that results in the smallest value of the total travel
time.

Let patient p ∈Nk be the vth patient that is dropped
off (in drop-off ordering J ) and the uth patient who
is picked up (in pick-up ordering I). Then the service
time cost of patient p, denoted by C

4u1v5
p , is

C 4u1v5
p = cr 4l0j1 + lj1j2 + · · · + ljv−1jv

+ liuiu+1

+ liu+1iu+2
+ · · · + li4u+15i�Nk �5+ ch · ∑

u∈Nk

du1

and the total service time cost of the patients in Nk is

crêr + chêh

= cr
(�Nk� · l0j1 + 4�Nk� − 15 · lj1j2 + · · · + lj�Nk �−1j�Nk �

+ �Nk� · l0i�Nk � + 4�Nk� − 15 · li�Nk �−1i�Nk � + · · · + li1i2
)

+ ch · �Nk� ·
∑

u∈Nk

du

= cr
(�Nk� · 4l0j1 + l0i�Nk �5+ 4�Nk� − 15 · 4lj1j2 + li�Nk �−1i�Nk �5

+ · · · + 4lj�Nk �−1j�Nk � + li1i25
)+ ch · �Nk� ·

∑

u∈Nk

du

≥ cr
(�Nk� · 4l0j1 + l0q�Nk �5+ 4�Nk� − 15 · 4lj1j2 + lq�Nk �−1q�Nk �5

+ · · · + 4lj�Nk �−1j�Nk � + lq1q2
5
)+ ch · �Nk� ·

∑

u∈Nk

du

≥ 2cr
(

lq1q2
+ · · · + 4�Nk� − 15 · lq�Nk �−1q�Nk � + �Nk� · l0q�Nk �

)

+ ch · �Nk� ·
∑

u∈�Nk �
du1

where the last two inequalities follow by the defini-
tion of Q in (51). Thus,

∑

p∈Nk

C 4u1v5
p ≥crêr +chêh

≥2cr 4lq1q2
+···+�Nk�·l0q�Nk �5+ch ·�Nk�·

∑

u∈Nk

du1 (52)

which implies that pick-up ordering Q and its reverse
for drop-off ordering is at least as good as using INk

and JNk
. �

The linear programming (LP) relaxation of BSPRP
is usually weak because of the presence of the big-M
constraints. However, using Proposition 1 we refor-
mulate BSPRP to obtain an equivalent MIP model that
provides better LP relaxation bounds. Special cases of
this formulation with ch = 0, or, equivalently, di = dj
for all i1 j ∈N, are considered by Ngueveu et al. (2010)
and Heilporn et al. (2010) for the K-traveling repair-
man problem.

Let binary variable �k
ij = 1 if both patients i and j

are assigned to the same time stage k. Then using (52)
we obtain the following equivalent MIP model:

[BSPRP]

min
x1z1�1t

∑

k∈K

∑

i∈N

{

2cr tki +ch
(

diz
k
i +

∑

j∈N\8i9
dj�

k
ij

)}

(53)

subject to 4325–43851

�k
ij =zki z

k
j 1 ∀ i1j ∈N1∀k∈K1 (54)

tki ≥01 ∀ i∈Ñ1∀k∈K1 (55)

xk
ij1z

k
i 1�

k
ij ∈801191 ∀ i1j ∈Ñ1∀k∈K0 (56)

Note that nonlinear constraints (54) link the patient
assignment decisions to the time stages. They can
be easily linearized using a standard approach
with an additional set of constraints. While MIP
model (53)–(56) provides tighter LP relaxation bounds
compared to the previous formulation, its solution
using commercial MIP solvers is still computationally
expensive; e.g., after three hours CPLEX 12.4 yields
optimality gaps of at least 29% in solving instances
of BSPRP with 20 patients and four stages. To over-
come this concern, in the next section we present
a set-partitioning reformulation of BSPRP that we
consequently exploit to develop a branch-and-price
algorithm.
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3. A Branch-and-Price Approach
Because of the special structure of the objective func-
tion in BSPRP, Proposition 1 indicates that it is always
optimal to pick up the patients in the reverse order
of their drop-off sequence and vice versa. We refer to
an assignment of patients to a time stage and their
drop-off sequence as a transportation route, which is
denoted by r = 4i11 i21 0 0 0 1 ik5 with �r � = k throughout
the rest of this section. Furthermore, we define the
position of patient j in the drop-off ordering as r6j7=
ij with an additional convention that r607= 0. Denote
by �r the total cost of travel and hospital times for all
patients visited in route r :

�r = 2cr
�r �−1
∑

j=0

4�r � − j5lr6j71 r6j+17 + ch�r �
�r �
∑

j=1

dr6j71

which is an equivalent reformulation of the terms
in (53).

Next, we consider a sequence of OR times available
across all time stages, i.e., Lk, k ∈ K. In particular, let
L4m5 be the mth smallest value in 8L11 0 0 0 1LK9, where
m ∈M= 811 0 0 0 1mmax9 with mmax ≤K, and K4m5 be the
number of stages with total OR session length of L4m5.
Furthermore, let R be the set of all potential feasi-
ble transportation routes and binary decision variable
�r , r ∈ R, be equal to one if route r is chosen in the
corresponding solution. Additionally, let parameter
air ∈ 80119 indicate whether route r includes patient i,
and let bmr ∈ 80119 indicate whether route r satisfies
L4m−15 <

∑�r �
j=1 dr6j7 ≤ L4mmax5

with L405 = 0. BSPRP can
then be reformulated as

[SP] min
∑

r∈R
�r�r (57)

subject to
∑

r∈R
air�r = 11 ∀ i ∈N1 (58)

∑

r∈R
bmr�r ≤

mmax
∑

j=m

K4j51 ∀m ∈M1 (59)

�r ∈ 801191 ∀ r ∈R1 (60)

where constraints (58) ensure that each patient is as-
signed to exactly one route and constraint (59) lim-
its the total number of possible route selections with
respect to the OR availability times.

Note that model (57)–(60) assumes that there al-
ways exists a feasible schedule. This restriction re-
quires only a slight modification of the proposed
approach when adjusting for more general problem
settings, where not all patients can be scheduled be-
cause of either the OR session length restrictions or
the vehicle capacity limitations. Specifically, to cap-
ture this generalization, we can replace the objective
function of SP by

min�
{

�N� +∑

r∈R

(

�r −�
∑

i∈N
air

)

�r

}

1 (61)

where � > 0 is a fixed penalty cost of not providing
service to a patient. Furthermore, this modification
requires constraints (58) to be relaxed as

∑

r∈R air�r ≤ 1
for all i ∈ N. Observe that if all patients are served,
then (61) reduces to (57). Nevertheless, in the re-
mainder of this section, for simplicity of exposition
we focus on the model (57)–(60).

In general, the LP relaxation of formulation
(57)–(60) provides tight bounds. However, the size of
all potential routes �R� is O4n�5, which is quite large
in practice even for fixed values of �. This results
in an excessive number of decision variables and
model parameters in (57)–(60). Therefore, we propose
to employ a branch-and-price framework to gener-
ate promising routes on an “as needed” basis. In the
remainder of the paper, we refer to the LP relaxation
of model (57)–(60) as the master problem (MP).

3.1. Route Generation
Branch and price is a technique that incorporates
column generation within a branch-and-bound pro-
cedure (Barnhart et al. 1998). Define the restricted
master problem, denoted by RMP4R′5, as the LP relax-
ation of SP that consists of a restricted set of columns
generated so far, denoted by R′ ⊆R. At each node of
the search tree, the column generation method itera-
tively solves the RMP4R′5 and a pricing problem. The
purpose of the pricing problem is either to produce
columns with the most negative reduced costs based
on the dual solution of the current RMP4R′5 or to
prove that none exists. At each iteration, newly gen-
erated columns are introduced to RMP4R′5, and the
process terminates and a lower bound for the corre-
sponding node is obtained whenever no additional
column prices out favorably. We refer the reader to
Barnhart et al. (1998) for a more detailed description
of the branch-and-price framework.

Consider the following dual variables of
RMP4R′5:

• �i: dual variable corresponding to constraint (58)
for patient i;

• �m: dual variables corresponding to constraint
(59) for session index m.

The reduced cost �̄r of a potential route, r ∈ R, is
given by

�̄r =�r −∑

i∈N
air�i −

∑

m∈M
bmr�m0 (62)

Note that any optimal solution of RMP4R′5 is a
feasible solution to MP. However, it is not (necessar-
ily) an optimal solution unless there is no column
left in R\R′ that prices out favorably. This dynamic
process of generating columns is called pricing, and
the problem itself is referred to as the pricing prob-
lem. Given a dual solution � to RMP4R′5, an inte-
ger �, and the OR length L4m5 for m ∈ M, we propose
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an integer-programming formulation for the pricing
problem, referred to as RPP�1L4m54�5. Similar formula-
tions are considered in Picard and Queyranne (1978),
Fox et al. (1980), Bigras et al. (2008), Queyranne and
Schulz (1994), Keha et al. (2009), and Heilporn et al.
(2010) when di = 0 for all i ∈N or ch = 0.

For 1 ≤ �≤ � and m ∈M, let R4�1L4m55 be the set of
all potential transportation routes r that satisfy �r � = �
and bmr = 1. Our pricing problem determines a col-
umn (i.e., drop-off route) with the smallest reduced
cost among those in R4�1L4m55 for each � ≤ � and
m ∈M. Specifically, we model this problem as a prob-
lem of finding a path with the smallest cost on a
multilayer network, denoted by F�. Each network F�

consists of � layers, where each layer encompasses
n nodes associated with the patients. Moreover, F�

includes nodes 0 and n+1 that represent the start and
the end location of each route. Starting from node 0
and ending at n+ 1, each feasible path on F� is com-
posed of distinct nodes selected at each layer, defining
the drop-off sequence of the selected patients, which
also provides us with the pick-up sequence according
to Proposition 1.

The integer programming formulation of the prob-
lem RPP�1L4m54�5 uses the following decision vari-
ables:

• � t
i ∈ 80119 if node i is selected in layer t, for i ∈N

and t = 11 0 0 0 1�;
• wt

ij ∈ 80119 if nodes i and j are selected in layers
t and t + 1, for i1 j ∈N4i 6= j5 and t = 11 0 0 0 1�− 1.

Following Heilporn et al. (2010), we refer to these
variables as the position and the transition vari-
ables, respectively. Given � as the possible num-
ber of patients in a route, the objective function for
RPP�1L4m54�5 can be modeled as

Z�1L4m5
4� t

i 1w
t
ij5 = 2cr

(

�
∑

j∈N
l0j�

1
j +

�−1
∑

t=1

∑

i1j∈N1i 6=j

4�−t5lijw
t
ij

)

+
�
∑

t=1

∑

i∈N
4ch�di−�i5�

t
i 0

As a result, for a given �≤ � and m ∈M a column,
r̂ in R\R′, for which Z�1L4m5

4� t
i 1w

t
ij5−∑

m∈M bmr̂�m ≤ 0,
is priced out and introduced to RMP4R′5. Therefore,
using the dual variable �, the pricing problem can be
described as

6RPP�1L4m54�57

minimize Z�1L4m5 (63)

subject to
�
∑

t=1

� t
i ≤11 ∀ i∈N1 (64)

∑

i∈N
� t
i =11 t=110001�1 (65)

∑

j∈N\8i9
wt

ij =� t
i 1 t=110001�−11∀ i∈N1 (66)

∑

j∈N\8i9
wt

ji =�
4t+15
i 1

t=110001�−11∀ i∈N1 (67)

∑

j∈N

�
∑

t=1

dj�
t
j ≤L4mmax5

1 (68)

∑

j∈N

�
∑

t=1

dj�
t
j ≥L4m−15+�1 (69)

� t
i ∈801191 t=110001�1∀ i∈N1 (70)

wt
ij ∈801191 t=110001�−11∀ i1j ∈N0 (71)

where � is a sufficiently small constant parameter
such that 0 < � < minm∈M8L4m5 −L4m−159.

The formulation ensures that each node is visited
at most once (64) and exactly one node is selected in
each layer (65), while constraints (66) and (67) link the
position and transition variables. Finally, constraints
(68) and (69) impose session availability restrictions.
It can be easily shown that wt

ij = � t
i ·� t+1

j for all i1 j ∈N
in an optimal solution. Hence, the binary restrictions
for variables wt

ij can be relaxed and replaced by non-
negativity requirements.

Our computational tests in Section 4 show that the
proposed pricing problem is solvable using commer-
cial solvers. However, in the next section we introduce
a heuristic approach to generate multiple potential
columns to enhance the performance of the method at
the first iterations of the column generation method.

3.2. Algorithmic Enhancements
Next, we discuss several computational considera-
tions that are important in implementing our branch-
and-price algorithm. In particular, we describe our
branching strategy in Section 3.2.1 and introduce a
greedy column generation heuristic in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. Patient-Pair Branching. Using the tradi-
tional branching on variables for solving large-scale
set-partitioning problems often results in an unbal-
anced search tree and may destroy the structure of the
pricing problem (Mehrotra et al. 1998). To overcome
this difficulty, we adapt an alternative branching
scheme from Ryan and Foster (1981) that is known to
be a very effective strategy for set-partitioning appli-
cations including vehicle routing and crew scheduling
problems (Barnhart et al. 1998).

The branching scheme used in Ryan and Foster
(1981) is based on the following proposition. Although
the authors do not consider column generation, their
branching scheme is effective in this context as well
(Barnhart et al. 1998).
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Algorithm 1 (Greedy heuristic algorithm for initial transportation route generation)
Input: �
Output: �R

1 set �R =�
2 foreach m ∈� do
3 foreach �= �� � � � �2 do
4 foreach i ∈� do
5 set � =� \�i�, r =�, and let r�1	= i, � = �
2cr l0i + chdi�, D= di, and j = 1
6 while j ≤ � and � �= � do
7 for k ∈� do
8 if D+ dk > L
mmax�

then
9 � =�\�k�

10 if � �= � then
11 r�j	 ∈ argmink∈� �2
�− j�cr lkr�j	 +�chdk�
12 � =�+ 2
�− j�cr lr�j+1	r�j	 +�chdr�j+1	
13 D=D+ dr�j+1	
14 � =�\�r�j + 1	�, and j = j + 1
15 if �r � = � and D>L
m−1� then
16 �R =�R

⋃
�r�

Proposition 2 (Barnhart et al. 1998). IfA is a 0–1
matrix, and a basic solution to Ax=1 is fractional, i.e., at
least one of the components of x is fractional, then there
exist two rows s and t of the master problem such that

0 <
∑

k2 ask=11 atk=1

xk < 10

Note that the matrix associated with the set-
partitioning constraints (58) in any restricted master
problem is a 0–1 matrix. Hence, using the result of
Proposition 2, the pair of branching constraints are

∑

k2 ask=11 atk=1

�k = 0 and
∑

k2 ask=11 atk=1

�k = 13

i.e., rows s and t are covered by different columns
in the first (left) case and by the same column in the
second (right) case. In our application each row cor-
responds to a patient, so in the first branch we force
patients s and t to be assigned to different stages, by
introducing the following constraint into the pricing
problem:

�
∑

k=1

�k
s +

�
∑

k=1

�k
t ≤ 10 (72)

We refer to constraint (72) as the decoupling branch-
ing constraint. Similarly, we introduce a coupling
branching constraint as

�
∑

k=1

�k
s =

�
∑

k=1

�k
t 1 (73)

into the pricing problem on the other branch, where
(73) indicates that patients t and s should be assigned
to the same stage. We refer to this specialized branch-
ing rule as branching on patient-pairs. The number of
patients is finite, so the branch-and-price algorithm
terminates finitely under this branching scheme.

3.2.2. Improving Column Generation. Often dur-
ing initial column generation iterations, large values
of dual variables can negatively impact solution times
of the subproblems. To avoid this, we initialize the
restricted master problem with a set of columns that
is sufficient to obtain a feasible solution. The conver-
gence rate of the branch-and-price algorithm can be
further improved, if the set of the initial columns con-
sists of those that are likely to be in the final optimal
set. Therefore, we propose to generate this set heuris-
tically using a greedy approach.

For each L4m5, the proposed heuristic (see Algo-
rithm 1) identifies a set of stage assignments con-
sisting of at most � patients and their transporta-
tion routes (the drop-off sequence), denoted by ãR ⊆
⋃

�≤�R4�1L4m55. Specifically, the algorithm iteratively
constructs a drop-off sequence of � ≤ � patients, r ,
such that �r � = � and r617= i for all i ∈N, where �r � is
the number of patients in the route and r6j7 denotes
the jth patient in the sequence. When constructing
each r , the set of patients who have not been included
so far is denoted by S.

The heuristic selects a patient r6j + 17 to be visited
next from the set of unvisited patients S in order to
minimize the term 24�− j5cr lr6j+17r6j7 +�chdr6j+17, which
is consistent with the objective function Z�1L4m54 · 5
in the pricing problem. Furthermore, condition D +
dr6j+17 ≤ L4mmax5

imposes the overtime restriction on the
sum of surgery durations assigned to the stage when
selecting the next patient to visit at iteration j . This
process continues until the number of visited patients
equals a desired length of the route �, providing the
estimated cost of the route L. These routes are used to
populate the initial master problem at the root node.
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Algorithm 2 (Greedy heuristic algorithm for the pricing problem)
Input: ������� c

p = ��u1�v1�� � � � � �uncp
� vncp

�	�� d
p = ��ū1� v̄1�� � � � � �ūndp

� v̄ndp
�	

Output: 
R

1 set 
R =�
2 foreach m ∈� do
3 foreach �= �� � � � �2 do
4 foreach i ∈� do
5 set � =� \�i	, r =�, and let r�1= i, � = ��2cr l0i + chdi�−�i, D= di, and j = 1
6 while j ≤ � and � �= � do
7 for h= 1� � � � �nd

p do
8 if r�j= ūh then
9 � =�\�v̄h	
10 if r�j= v̄h then
11 � =�\�ūh	
12 for k ∈� do
13 if D+ dk > L�mmax�

then
14 � =�\�k	
15 if � �= � then
16 let r�j + 1 ∈ argmink∈� �2��− j�cr lkr�j +�chdk −�k	, and � =�\�r�j + 1	
17 set � =�+ 2��− j�cr lr�j+1r�j +�chdr�j+1 −�r�j+1, D=D+ dr�j+1, and j = j + 1
18 if �r � = � then
19 let feasible= True
20 for h= 1� � � � �nc

p do
21 if uh ∈ r and vh � r then
22 feasible= False
23 if vh ∈ r and uh � r then
24 feasible= False
25 m̂= argmaxm∈��m� L�m−1� <� ≤ L�mmax�

	

26 if D>L�m−1�, �−∑m̂
h=1�h < 0 and feasible= True then

27 set 
R =
R

⋃
�r	

When generating a feasible column at the column
generation stage, one might consider generating mul-
tiple columns simultaneously (Barnhart et al. 1998).
Sol (1994) shows that multiple column generation can
be efficient for set-partitioning problems. Moreover,
usually there is more than one column with neg-
ative reduced cost at the column generation stage
(especially in initial stages), so it may be advanta-
geous to generate some subset of columns heuristi-
cally without solving the exact pricing problem; see
Desaulniers (2010).

To do so, we employ a greedy procedure (see Algo-
rithm 2) by modifying Algorithm 1 to accommo-
date the dual variables and the branching information
available at each node of the branch-and-price tree.
However, if the heuristic approach (namely, Algo-
rithm 2) fails to identify appropriate columns with
negative reduced cost (i.e., ãR = �), we resort to solv-
ing the exact pricing problem to ensure the correct-
ness of the overall solution method.

In Algorithm 2, define Nc
p = 84u11v151 0 0 0 1 4uncp

1

vncp
59 and Nd

p = 84ū11 v̄151 0 0 0 1 4ūndp
1 v̄ndp

59 to be the cou-
pling and decoupling constraints at node p of the

branch and bound tree, respectively. In these sets
each coupling pair 4ui1vi5, i = 11 0 0 0 1nc

p corresponds
to patients ui and vi that are enforced to be at the
same stage, while each decoupling pair 4ūj1 v̄j5, j =
11 0 0 0 1nd

p indicates that patients ūj and v̄j should be
scheduled at different stages. Algorithm 2 is a greedy
algorithm that iteratively constructs a feasible trans-
portation route, consisting of a desired number of
patients � that (i) retains the branching rule restric-
tions, (ii) satisfies the no-overtime constraint (38) for
the given stage, and (iii) calculates the proper mod-
ified cost using the dual information. To achieve (i),
we dynamically modify the set of feasible unvisited
patients S with respect to decoupling branches when-
ever a patient is selected. The information about the
active coupling branches is exploited when a com-
plete route is constructed at the last step of the inner
loop in the algorithm. Similar to our strategy in Algo-
rithm 1, (ii) is verified by checking the correspond-
ing constraint whenever a new patient is considered.
Finally, (iii) is achieved by considering the dual prices
as penalty costs when selecting any particular patient.
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4. Computational Study
In this section, we first describe test instances con-
sidered in our study, followed by the results of
our computational experiments. The focus is on
comparing our proposed approach to a commercial
solver (CPLEX 12.4), evaluating the performance of
our solution techniques, and highlighting the value
of integrated surgery scheduling and vehicle rout-
ing decisions. We implement our branch-and-price
algorithm using BCP (version 1.3.4), a framework
for branch, cut, and price, using its default set-
tings (Ralphs and Ladanyi 2003). All computational
experiments are conducted on an Intel Xeon PC with
3 GHz CPU and 3 GB RAM. Finally, we note that
Tables 5–7 that contain details of our computational
experiments in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are provided
in the online supplement (available as supplemental
material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/ijoc.2016.0706)
of the paper.

4.1. Test Instances
We use data provided by a VHA hospital in Pitts-
burgh that include durations and turnover times for
all surgery cases performed between 2006 to 2009.
However, this data set does not include patients’ loca-
tion information for privacy reasons. To alleviate this
issue, we generate synthetic patients by sampling
a residence in Western Pennsylvania from publicly
available data on the veteran population provided
by the VHA (Department of Veterans Affairs 2013)
and the operational data of surgery durations. The
surgery durations are point estimates of each surgery
request that include the pre- and post-incision times
(see Shylo et al. 2013 for more details). We chose oph-
thalmology procedures, as these are typically outpa-
tient procedures.

Table 1 provides the key characteristics of these
problem instances. To be consistent with the histori-
cal records on the average number of surgeries in the
surgery data set, we restrict our problem instances
to those composed of 4 to 6 possible surgeries to be
scheduled at each stage. Throughout our experiments,
we consider equal routing and hospital time costs; i.e.,
cr = ch.

4.2. Solution Method Performance: CPLEX vs.
B&P Algorithm

In Table 2, we report the performance of our branch-
and-price algorithm against CPLEX 12.4 (with default
settings) for 18 problem instances. Some of these in-
stances are smaller than those described in Table 1
as CPLEX cannot handle most of the instances in
Table 1. The results of the branch-and-price algorithm
reported in Tables 2 and 3 are obtained using a sin-
gle column generation approach in which the pricing
problem is solved exactly. The discussion of other pos-
sible strategies is presented in Section 4.3.

Table 1 Test Instances

Instance class �N� K �

P1 16 4 4
P2 20 4 5
P3 24 4 6
P4 20 5 4
P5 25 5 5
P6 30 5 6
P7 24 6 4
P8 30 6 5
P9 36 6 6

In Table 2 we consider two classes of test instances.
The first, which we refer to as ESL, contains the prob-
lems with equal session lengths (i.e., OR time avail-
ability) in all times stages; i.e., Lk1 = Lk2 for all k1,
k2 ∈ K. The other class, which is referred to as DSL,
consists of instances with different values of Lk for
each k ∈ K. For example, in Table 2 DSL instances
with three stages and 12 patients have L1 = 360, L2 =
300 and L3 = 210, while ESL instances correspond to
L1 = L2 = L3 = 360; similarly, DSL instances with four
stages and 24 patients have L1 = 300, L2 = 465 and
L3 = 450, while ESL instances correspond to L1 = L2 =
L3 = 465.

Computational results in Table 2 demonstrate that
CPLEX 12.4 cannot solve the selected instances to
optimality except for some small-sized ones within
a given three-hour time limit, although it finds near
optimal integer feasible solutions in some cases. How-
ever, our branch-and-price approach is able to obtain
an optimal solution and establish its optimality for
all instances within four minutes. The performance of
CPLEX slightly improves for most of DSL problem
instances, highlighting the effect of symmetry in the
solution space of ESL instances. On the other hand, it
is important to note that the performance of the pro-
posed branch-and-price algorithm is not significantly
affected as a result of considering unequal session
lengths across the stages.

Our computational study in Table 2 is based on
the assumption that K · � = �N�; i.e., there is suf-
ficient capacity to schedule all patients (recall our
notation that K = �K�). This assumption has the side
effect of making hospital times equal across all solu-
tions. In Table 3 we provide additional computa-
tional results using ESL instances with K · � ≤ �N�,
which makes hospital costs a somewhat more impor-
tant factor. Specifically, each row of this table refers
to a specific combination of the number of stages and
the capacity of each vehicle available at each stage;
e.g., the first row shows a problem setting with three
stages, where at each stage a vehicle of capacity four
is available. Next, for each stage and vehicle capac-
ity combination we first generate a problem instance
with � · �K� patients. We then increase the number
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Table 2 Performance of the Developed Branch-and-Price Approach Compared to CPLEX

B&P (sec.) CPLEX (sec.) CPLEX opt. gap (%) CPLEX best vs. B&P. (%)

K � Patients Instance ESL DSL ESL DSL ESL DSL ESL DSL

3 4 12 1 1014 1024 13037 10091 0000 0000 0000 0000
2 1060 1049 12037 13016 0000 0000 0000 0000
3 0037 0032 14031 12005 0000 0000 0000 0000

3 5 15 1 11043 12035 151096 122087 0000 0000 0000 0000
2 37065 38057 143036 130000 0000 0000 0000 0000
3 9030 15022 144010 157098 0000 0000 0000 0000

3 6 18 1 13009 12002 31038093 31152090 0000 0000 0000 0000
2 11032 11070 11682019 11597068 0000 0000 0000 0000
3 245025 268043 51593052 51422093 0000 0000 0000 0000

4 4 16 1 1094 10087 21410089 21361094 0000 0000 0000 0000
2 25072 24057 101645076 91976088 0000 0000 0000 0000
3 5065 4046 61677041 61325004 0000 0000 0000 0000

4 5 20 1 7059 8094 81391075 81001000 0000 0000 0000 0000
2 7082 10006 >10,800 >10,800 29027 27055 14032 13039
3 58098 61075 >10,800 >10,800 16087 17022 1606 16087

4 6 24 1 132076 250098 >10,800 >10,800 37099 39000 25010 23088
2 51059 79043 >10,800 >10,800 3806 38014 36078 35080
3 64097 62000 >10,800 >10,800 39035 37090 30014 29044

Notes. The branch-and-price approach solves all instances to optimality. For CPLEX we report its optimality gaps and the quality of its best feasible solutions.

of patients incrementally by adding three randomly
generated patients at each step and proceed until
we generate four problem instances. Table 3 reports
(1) the optimal objective function value for each prob-
lem instance, (2) solution times using the branch-
and-price algorithm, (3) solution times using CPLEX,

Table 3 Evaluating the Effect of the Number of Patients on
Performance

B&P CPLEX CPLEX opt. CPLEX best
K � Patients Objective (sec.) (sec.) gap (%) vs. opt. (%)

3 4 12 41502 1014 13037 0000 0000
15 41224 1065 157068 0000 0000
18 41092 6042 21136004 0000 0000
21 41086 5078 81979023 0000 0000

3 5 15 51785 11043 151096 0000 0000
18 51785 23065 31145067 0000 0000
21 51640 30036 91736052 0000 0000
24 51622 29042 >10,800 18095 9023

3 6 18 81518 13009 31038093 0000 0000
21 81304 17012 61492081 0000 0000
24 81304 16065 >10,800 21089 13087
27 71798 159078 >10,800 29090 19072

4 4 16 41924 1094 21410089 0000 0000
19 41776 5032 81120033 0000 0000
22 41637 27049 >10,800 32050 29079
25 41637 24033 >10,800 37000 35044

4 5 20 71675 7059 81391075 0000 0000
23 71386 13078 >10,800 39071 35066
26 61536 11025 >10,800 40012 31025
29 61536 46098 >10,800 39088 30002

Notes. The branch-and-price approach solves all instances to optimality.
For CPLEX we report its optimality gaps and the quality of its best feasible
solutions.

(4) the optimality gap (%) for the CPLEX solution as
reported by the solver, and (5) the optimality gap (%)
with respect to the optimal solution found by B&P
approach. Note that the objective function is of the
form (61) and equality constraints (58) are relaxed to
be inequalities.

Similar to the previous set of experiments, the re-
sults indicate that the performance of the branch-and-
price algorithm is not considerably affected as the
number of patients increases. One explanation for this
observation is that solving a problem instance under
the assumption K ·�≤ �N� requires only slight changes
at the pricing stage of the B&P algorithm (specifi-
cally, the reduced costs of generated columns need
to be modified accordingly). However, increasing the
number of patients significantly deteriorates the per-
formance of CPLEX because of the increased number
of variables in the corresponding MIP formulation. In
the remainder of the paper (except one of the stud-
ies discussed in Section 4.4; see the results in Table 7
of the online supplement) we focus on the problem
instances with K ·�= �N�.
4.3. Solution Method Performance: B&P

Algorithmic Strategies
Next, we evaluate the effect of different computa-
tional strategies (discussed in Section 3.2.2) on the
performance of our branch-and-price algorithm. We
consider four algorithmic strategies summarized in
Table 4. Each strategy is characterized by the num-
ber of columns introduced into the restricted master
problem at each column generation iteration (No. of
columns), and the solution technique used for solv-
ing the pricing problem. Under the “Direct” strategy,
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Table 4 Description of Column Generation Strategy

Strategy No. of columns Pricing strategy

SCD Single Direct
MCD Multiple Direct
SCH Single Heuristic
MCH Multiple Heuristic

the pricing problem is solved exactly using CPLEX.
Under the “Heuristic” strategy, we first employ a
heuristic approach (Algorithm 2); however, we resort
to using CPLEX whenever the heuristic method fails.
We further consider either single or multiple column
generation combined with “Direct” and “Heuristic”
approaches. Under the “Single” method, a single col-
umn with the most negative reduced cost is intro-
duced to the restricted master problem at each itera-
tion, while for the “Multiple” approach, we add a set
of columns with negative reduced costs.

Table 5 (in the online supplement) reports results
for five randomly generated instances of each prob-
lem class (Table 1) under each possible strategy, with
the best strategy shown in bold for each row. These
algorithmic methods are compared based on the solu-
tion time (in seconds), the number of explored nodes,
and the depth of the resulting search trees as shown
in Table 5.

Our computational results in Table 5 show that the
solution time is rather sensitive to the algorithmic
strategies. As expected, the numerical results also in-
dicate that embedding a heuristic approach for the
column generation typically reduces the overall solu-
tion time (SCH and MCH columns) compared to
solving the pricing problem exactly. For example, for
class P6 strategies SCD and MCD require 535 and
928 seconds on average, respectively, as compared to
384 and 396 seconds for strategies SCH and MCH,
respectively. Furthermore, this example also demon-
strates that adding multiple columns at each col-
umn generation iteration does not necessarily reduce
the solution time when compared to a single col-
umn approach. However, for the majority of the test
instances (specifically, 30 of 45 in Table 5), the multi-
ple column generation scheme outperforms the single
column generation approach. Finally, we should also
note that in all problem instances the heuristic algo-
rithm fails to find a column with negative reduced
cost in at least one node of the branch-and-price tree.

4.4. Value of Integrating Surgery Scheduling and
Vehicle Routing Decisions

In this study we model the integration of surgery
scheduling and transportation to minimize the total
service time cost of the patients. As emphasized ear-
lier, such decisions are typically made independently.
In practice surgeries are often assigned to ORs based

on some scheduling rule (e.g., first-fit) depending
on the OR availability upon the arrival time of the
surgery requests and disregarding patient transporta-
tion considerations. Subsequently, given the obtained
surgery schedule the vehicle routing decisions are
made separately, possibly, using another optimiza-
tion approach. To evaluate the value of the integrated
decision-making framework, we compare our frame-
work to heuristic methods, where scheduling and
routing decisions are performed sequentially.

In our first set of experiments (see Table 6 in the
online supplement) we assume that K ·�= �N�. Given
a batch of surgery requests we randomly assign the
patients to time stages satisfying stage and vehicle
capacity constraints. Having assigned all the surg-
eries to the stages, we exploit the following two rout-
ing methods to determine the pick-up and drop-off
schedule for the patients at each stage. First, we con-
sider a traveling salesman problem based (TSP-based)
approach, where the objective is to determine a set
of minimum length tours with respect to the residen-
tial locations of the patients at each stage. Second, we
consider a traveling repairman problem based (TRP-
based) approach that minimizes the sum of the times
necessary to visit all patients locations. The pick-up
routes in the TRP-based method are assumed to be
in the reverse order of the drop-off routes. Note that
the resulting routing problems (TSP-based and TRP-
based) are solved exactly to determine the optimal
patient visit order by vehicles.

In Table 6, we compare the objective function val-
ues in BSPRP obtained using solutions of these two
heuristics to those obtained by the branch-and-price
method. For each problem instance (five in each
problem class), we generate 10 random surgery-to-
time-stage assignments, solve the resulting routing
problems using TSP- and TRP-based approaches, and
then compute an average objective function value
for each instance. The columns labeled as Gap (%)
in the table report for both heuristic methods the
gap between these average objective function values
and the optimal solution obtained by the branch-
and-price method. When compared to the heuris-
tic approaches, the integrated scheduling framework
provides a considerable improvement in service costs,
ranging between 9% to 25%. These observations show
the value of integrating the routing and scheduling
decisions and highlight that healthcare providers can
potentially improve the quality of their services by
considering scheduling and transportation decisions
simultaneously. Note that for the considered objec-
tive, the TRP-based formulation should dominate the
TSP-based one (assuming both are solved to optimal-
ity) as the TSP-based method considers the vehicle
travel time instead of the total patients travel time as
shown in Table 6. Indeed, according to our results the
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TRP-based formulation outperforms the TSP-based
method with (i) the average gap from the optimal
solution value of 13%–18% as compared to 15%–22%,
(ii) the minimum gap from the optimal solution value
of 9% as compared to 11%, and (iii) the maximum
gap from the optimal solution value of 20% as com-
pared to 25%. In a sense, these results numerically
illustrate the relative importance of considering the
total patient travel time instead of simply the vehicle
travel time.

In our second set of experiments (see Table 7 in the
online supplement) we assume that K ·�< �N�. Under
this approach we first assign the patients to the stages
in order to minimize their total waiting times at the
hospital and then determine the exact transportation
routes for the patients in each stage using either a
TSP- or TRP-based method similar to the computa-
tional study discussed above. In all approaches we
use the same penalty � for not providing service to a
patient; see the objective function in (61).

Our results are provided in Table 7 (in the online
supplement). Each row in this table is associated with
a problem instance composed of a specific number of
stages, capacity of vehicles at each stage, and the total
number of patients. For each problem instance (five in
each problem class), we randomly generate 10 settings
of session lengths in each stage and report the aver-
age objective function values obtained for each solu-
tion method. Similar to Table 6 the columns labeled as
Gap (%) report the gap between the average objective
function values of heuristics and the average value
of optimal solutions obtained by the branch-and-price
method. As in the previous set of experiments, it
is evident from the obtained results that the TRP-
based method outperforms the TSP-based one with
(i) the average gap from the optimal solution value
of 11%–15% as compared to 14%–18% for TSP and
(ii) the maximum gap from the optimal solution value
of 21% as compared to 29% (note that the minimum
gaps from the optimal solution value is about 8% for
both methods). More importantly, the results support
our earlier observations (see Table 6 in the online sup-
plement) that integrating decisions under a unified
framework improves the total cost of solutions com-
pared to both TSP- and TRP-based approaches.

Finally, we should note that in addition to two natu-
ral heuristic methods discussed above, other heuristic
approaches are possible for solving difficult combina-
torial optimization problems arising in our integrated
framework. For example, we could consider schedul-
ing all patients in a certain geographical area to the
same time stage, which should allow decomposing
the original problem into a set of smaller but more
manageable subproblems. Ultimately, applicability of
such heuristic ideas typically depends on the struc-
ture of the input data and requires further tuning. We
leave it as an interesting topic of future research.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an integrated approach
that simultaneously considers surgery scheduling and
vehicle routing decisions for a given set of elective
outpatient surgery requests using available ORs in a
hospital. The overall objective is to minimize the total
service cost that incorporates transportation and hos-
pital times for all patients. We focus on elective surg-
eries that allow for some delay between the surgery
request and its actual assignment to a specific OR
and start time. Furthermore, the developed model
assumes that all decisions are performed by the same
scheduler, i.e., the central planner. Therefore, the pro-
posed approach can be suitable for healthcare facili-
ties (such as VHA hospitals) that operate their own
fleets of transportation vehicles.

Because of the difficulty of the overall integrated
problem, our main focus is on the special case of the
problem, where the key assumption is that there is
exactly one transportation vehicle available for each
time stage and each patient’s hospital waiting time
is equal to the total surgery times of all the patients
in the same stage. By exploiting the structure of the
problem, we develop a branch-and-price algorithm,
which is further enhanced with several algorithmic
strategies to improve the overall solution efficiency.

Although our models are somewhat stylized and
simplified versions of the decisions faced in prac-
tice, they capture the main trade-offs with respect
to the interactions between the patient routing deci-
sions and the OR scheduling decisions. One could
argue that if the decision makers optimize the routing
and scheduling decision separately, then the obtained
solutions should be close to optimal. However, our
experiments with test instances calibrated using real
historical and geographical data illustrate that an inte-
grated optimization approach can improve the overall
performance by 10%–20%. Thus, our computational
results clearly demonstrate that there exist opportuni-
ties for healthcare providers to improve the quality of
their services by considering integrated approaches.

We view this paper as the first step in this direction.
Future research should relax our key assumptions.
In particular, we believe that more general settings
with uncertain surgery durations (one of the chal-
lenging issues in practical OR scheduling) and uncer-
tain transportation times are of foremost importance.
Nevertheless, we should note that our models can be
applied in a stochastic environment if one adds a care-
fully defined slack time in every surgery and trans-
portation request to compensate for random events.
Such a simple method is typical in OR scheduling
practice if the decisions are performed using a deter-
ministic approach with point estimates of surgery
durations.
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Furthermore, future research should involve vari-
ous types of practical considerations faced in every-
day OR scheduling, including (i) special equipment
availability, e.g., some types of surgeries can be sched-
uled only at specific ORs; (ii) downstream capacity
constraints, e.g., the post-anesthesia care unit capac-
ity; (iii) surgeon availability, e.g., some surgeries can-
not be scheduled too close to each other, or simulta-
neously, as they are performed by the same surgeon
in, possibly, different ORs; (iv) patient preferences,
e.g., morning versus afternoon appointments; and
(v) transportation time-windows requirements, e.g.,
there may exist constraints for the earliest possible
patient pick-up times. Admittedly, more general set-
tings of our proposed model leads to more realistic
problems but fall beyond the scope of this paper and
can be considered as separate future research.
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